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Minutes of Hastings Sustainable Transport Forum meeting  

16 May 2018  at the Isabel Blackman Centre, Old Town 

Present – Ian Sier (HUB), Linda Jeal (28 Bus Campaign), Keiron Pelling (NHS 
Health Trust), Becky Polain (Ore CLT), Mike Riley (Ramblers), Derrick Coffee (CBT), 
Catherine Taylor (Green Party), Tony Polain (Greenway Group) 

Apologies - Roger  Sweetman (Seniors Forum), Tim Godwin (HUB) 

Venue -  Isabel  Blackman Centre used because of disabled access – this seen as a 
bonus and a great venue to use in the future 

1. Minutes last meeting (29/1/18): circulated and accepted 
Linda Jeal agreed to take the minutes of this meeting 
 

2. Matters arising:  
- Stagecoach invited to the meeting but they were unavailable , however Hugh 
Loy has asked for future dates with the view of attending. 
- Other items to be covered in the agenda 
 

3. STF Committee meeting 
 Transport Action Group (HARTAG) – Ian attended and noted a battle 

to get sustainable transport accepted as a critical feature. Emphasis 
on road use – the ESCC highways officer was present.  
Little representation has yet been sought from user and interest 
groups. There needs to be an increase in breadth of representation to 
reflect sustainable transport requirements.  
Action: Minutes of this meeting to be circulated 

 Discussion regarding the problems on The Ridge and possible 
solutions. Questions around how the gateway road to the A21 would 
affect the flow of traffic and ease the congestion along the roads. The 
financial commitment for the link road has been reduced. There seems 
to be a lack of commitment to consider the problems of transport on 
the Ridge and lack of evidence of clear planning for transport for the 
new housing planned for Bexhill.  
Recommended that Kieron Pelling should be invited to the HARTAG 
meeting to represent the Conquest Hospital and users of services. 
Action: Ian 
 

4. Reallocation of Local Enterprise Partnership funding by ESCC  
 The County had asked for £3m to be reallocated from the £6M 

allocation for Walking & Cycling Routes Infrastructure in Hastings & 
Bexhill to cover the overspend on roads and this had been accepted by 
the LEP  
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 Local interest groups for sustainable routes – walking and cycling – 
had hoped for £4m for Hastings and £2m for Bexhill. There have been 
cuts of 75% with more appearing to go to Bexhill than Hastings. 

 The routes being considered by ESCC (a) Alexandra Park  to the 
Conquest  (b) Silverhill to Queensway (& the Link Road Greenway). 
They are not considering Seafront to Station Plaza nor the Ore Valley 
routes, which local groups and HBC had been arguing for. This is a 
poor package of routes with no cohesive plan. There has been a joint 
protest letter (inc. HSTF) last month to ESSCC and press release in 
HOT – waiting for the Hastings Observer and HIP to cover the story of 
routes and reallocation of funds to roads from Sustainable Transport 
budget  

 Suggestion that a new press release should be sent out to highlight the 
issue of the reallocation and cuts in funds as this is unacceptable. 
Suggested that a petition (paper and online) should be launched to 
fight the cuts in funding. It was mentioned that there had been an 
implied threat that if there was more protests that there would be less 
funds available. 

 It was questioned if it is legal to redirect funds that had been set aside 
for walking/cycling sustainable transport to that used for roads. It was 
suggested that a petition should be launched and sent to the ESCC 
Transport Committee to challenge the decision. It was considered that 
a letter should be sent to all members of the Transport Committee to 
assess their support for a challenge and their support for Sustainable 
transport. It was considered a good idea to lobby the committee 
members and open lines of discussion. Action:  Catherine to access 
assistance with the wording  of the petition. The letters and press 
releases should be redrafted. 

 Suggested that support be sought from Sustrans – could they be a 
useful contact for support. It was pointed out that Sustrans get 
substantial funding from ESCC are would be compromised over this 
issue 

 Suggested talk to MP – to pressure ESCC,  seek to reconvene a 
Cycling Summit or similar and advise on other  funds available for 
allocation to support walking and cycling. Action: Ian 
 

5. HSTF Questionnaire to Local Election Candidates about Sustainable 
Transport 

 These should have been sent to the election agents for each of the 
political parties fielding candidates. There were 2 answers by email 
from the Lib Dems and a reply left at HVA. Poor response considering 
that, although these were Borough Council  elections,  the Borough 
and the County Council should be equally responsible and many 
points are in the Hastings Local Plan.  

 Suggested that the group should try again with a rephrased 
questionnaire to the returned councillors – email to them individually. 
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The object is to get the Borough Council to take sustainable transport 
seriously – circulate with info-graphics produced by Tim Godwin 
(HUB). Action: HSTF Committee 

 Discussion regarding the lack of Hastings BC  planning consideration 
re- access to new housing developments for walking, cycling or public 
transport. This will be covered by one of the HSTF Objectives 
 

6. Bus Services  
 Kieron (NHS Hospital Trust Active Travel Officer) noted that a travel 

consultant had been commissioned to do a study on the transport 
usage of local users such as the hospital, schools, etc using local 
buses and the feasibility of creating a park and ride system. 
Considered a not a feasible option 

 Spin off – park and stride – working with Hastings Centre. 40 places 
have been rented for use by staff. 

 Problems with bus access to hospital site – there is a plan to build 2 
additional bus stops opposite the existing ones – bays for the bus stops 
to pull in (possibly lose a few parking spaces in the adjacent car park) 

 With the developments in East Sussex College there will be an 
increase in transit of students and the hospital can possibly pick up on 
this with the extension of the 99 bus route to the Conquest 

 Stagecoach – in discussion with staff to see what adjustments can be 
made to increase availability of transport for arrival and leaving times of 
staff on shifts. Stagecoach appears to understand the need to increase 
access to transport for passengers thereby increasing the number 
travelling on the buses 

 the Conquest is developing a Parking Permit scheme for staff – permits 
can be applied for if a person lives more than 1.5 miles from the 
hospital unless criteria such as disability, lift share, care responsibility, 
etc apply. They are also looking to see if journeys tie in with bus routes. 
Also have to consider the cost of travel so as not to penalise those for 
whom the cost of using the bus is greater than the use of a car.  

 The travel behaviours of people to the hospital will be studied over the 
next few months. Plans to reduce parking on site and encourage better 
practice – such as walk, cycle, share. 

 28 bus route – Linda Jeal said that, because of timing (every 70 mins), 
there is a limited 28 service finishing early evening, etc – this limits 
access to the hospital and the town for appointments, visiting, those on 
shift work, accessing events in town. It is the only bus that visits the 
West Hill and along Priory Rd – this has a significant impact on those 
with limited mobility and also it potentially brings visitors to the 
attractions in the area of the West Hill. Discussion also of very 
poor/non-existent sign posting to attractions in the town – particularly at 
the station for visitors. 

 Discussion regarding bus routes to sites out of town – Derek Coffee 
said that they seem to be flourishing and are successful, including 
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Sunday services to Bodiam, Cranbrook, etc – in stark contrast to those 
in town. 

 Discussion of the use of bus lanes in Brighton – the uptake was greatly 
increased and the passenger profile was more inclusive after the 
introduction of the lanes – seems to have incentivised the use of the 
buses over cars. There is opposition to the planed bus lanes in Bexhill 
Road 

 It was suggested that a bus loop system might be a useful strategy to 
introduce in Hastings – like Eastbourne and Thanet – this would 
increase the frequency of the buses available for some routes. 

 The need for a service along the seafront from the Old Town to St 
Leonards was highlighted – will a tram system be put in place? 

 Stagecoach – Derek Coffee said that Matthew Arnold wanted to set up 
a Bus Users Group – this would be useful as there are various groups 
interested in participating. 
It was felt that it was important to encourage support and involvement 
from local organisations for the Bus Users Group that has been 
suggested by Stagecoach. The Disability Forum and the Seniors 
Forum would want to be represented. Action: Derek will provide more 
information when this is set up. 

 It was noted that 90% of bus drivers have been found to be very helpful 
to people with disabilities 

 Bus information boards – there is money coming for these to be set up 
to give real time information (Station, college, hospital?) 
 

7. Other HSTF Objectives 
Ian mentioned that although some of the objectives are being worked on, it 
would be good to have tasks groups to take on the others 
 

8. AOB 
 Rosemary ( Disability Forum) noted that there is a problem getting taxis on 
Sundays for people with disabilities – no appropriate taxis on Sundays with 
some companies – cancelled at very short notice by 247 although booked in 
the week. 
 

9. Next HSTF Meetings 
These will be booked at the Isabel Blackman Centre in early September and 
early December. 
 The next Forum meeting will focus on how to seek  improvements in the 
Hastings BC  planning process to improve access and active travel 
connections in new developments. 
 
Dates now set:  Wed. 5 September  - 7pm  
                           Wed. 5 December  -  7pm 
both at the Isabel Blackman Centre, Winding Street, Old Town 
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